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Abstract
This paper
investigates
the feasibility
of locating
a
flush airdata sensing (FADS) system on a wing leading
edge where the operation
of the avionics
or fire control radar system
will not be hindered.
The leadingedge FADS system
(LE-FADS)
was installed
on an
unswept
symmetrical
airfoil and a series of low-speed
wind-tunnel
tests were conducted
to evaluate
the performance
of the system.
As a result of the tests it is
concluded
that the aerodynamic
models formulated
for
use on aircraft
nosetips are directly applicable
to wing
leading edges and that the calibration
process is similar. Furthermore,
the agreement
between
the airdata
calculations
for angle of attack and total pressure from
the LE-FADS
and known wind-tunnel
values suggest
that wing-based
flush airdata systems can be calibrated
to a high degree of accuracy.
Static wind-tunnel
tests
for angles of attack
from -50* to 50* and dynamic
pressures
from 3.6 to 11.4 lb/ft 2 were performed.
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Introduction
Airmass reference data for flight vehicles--traditionally referred
to as airdata--always
have been critical
measurement
parameters
for the flight test community.
Historically,
airdata
measurements
were performed
using intrusive
booms which extend beyond the local flow
field of the aircraft
and measure
airmass
velocities
by
direct stagnation
of the flow via a pitot tube at the
end of the boom. Flow incidence
angles were measured
using mechanical
vanes attached
to the probe.
Localized aircraft-induced
effects were removed
through
empirical calibration.
The National
Advisory
Committee
for Aeronautics
(NACA)
standardized
the design and
calibration
of these measurement
booms. 1 While the
booms performed
well at making steady measurements
at low-to-moderate
angles of attack,
the booms were
sensitive
to vibration
and alignment
error,
and susceptible
to damage.
Furthermore,
specialized
requirements of advanced
vehicles such as the space shuttle,
the National
Aero-Space
Plane (NASP),
and the B-2
Stealth Bomber,
make the use of conventional
intrusive
airdata
measurement
systems
highly undesirable.
As a means of circumventing
these and other difficulties with intrusive systems,
the flush airdata sensing
(FADS)
system
concept--where
airdata
are inferred
from nonintrusive
surface
pressure
measurements-was developed
at the NASA Langley Research
Center
(NASA-Langley)
for the space shuttle
program.
The
FADS technique
was adapted
to aeronautical
applications at the NASA
Dryden
Flight Research
Facility
(NASA-Dryden),
where several
FADS demonstration
programs
have been performed.

the earlier nonintrusive
systems
and emphasized
the
entire airdata
system
development,
including
aerodynamic modeling,
algorithms,
and system
redundancy.
The algorithms
developed
during the HARV flight tests
were coded to be real-time
capable.
In addition,
a
considerable
development
effort was made to ensure
algorithm
robustness
and fault tolerance.
The faultmanagement
development
ensures that the system can
run autonomously
without
ground-based
intervention.
Excellent
results were achieved for flight conditions
up
to 50 ° angle of attack
(a) and 1.20 Mach number.
Results
of these flight tests have been reported
previously in Refs. 5, 6, and 7. An overview
of failuredetection
and fault-management
techniques
developed
for tbe real-time
(RT)-FADS
system
are presented
in
Ref. 8.
Low-speed
wind-tunnel
tests also were performed
using the HI-FADS
system installed
on a full-scale
F-18
forebody.
These tests, performed
in the NASA-Langley
30- by 60-ft wind tunnel,
at a maximum
dynamic
pressure of 12.4 lb/ft _, gave results
which were remarkably similar to results achieved during the HARV flight
tests.
From these tests it was concluded
that
flight
and wind-tunnel
test results for FADS systems are well
correlated.
A brief summary
of the preliminary
windtunnel
test results
and comparisons
to flight data are
presented
in Ref. 9.
All of the previously
mentioned
systems utilize a matrix of ports in which pressures
are sensed in the vicinity of the fuselage nosetip.
The nosetip was chosen as
a primary
location
for the FADS systems
for several
reasons:
(1) the effect of aircraft-induced
upwash was
considered
to be minimal
in this location,
(2) it was

The original program,
the shuttle entry airdata
sensing (SEADS)
system,
was developed
for the space shuttle and demonstrated
the feasibility
of the concept. 2
Following
the SEADS program,
early aeronautical
applications
included
programs
conducted
on the KC135 and F-14 vehicles. 3,4 Early FADS analyses
used
only selected
ports, chosen empirically,
as inputs to arbitrary
curve-fitting
schemes
which related
measured
pressure
differences
to airdata
parameters.
The em-

believed that the nosetip region would remain unseparated throughout
a large angle-of-attack
envelope,
and
(3) most importantly,
the nosetip has been used traditionally
as the airdata
measurement
location.
Unfortunately,
installation
of FADS sensors and the associated electronics
at the nosetip
complicates
the design
and operation
of the aircraft radar, a critical feature of

phasis of these flight programs
was on measurement
and presentation
of individual
pressure
coefficient
data
and their specific empirical
relationships
to airdata.

This paper
FADS system
the operation
tem will not

A more advanced
program,
flight-tested
at NASADryden,
developed
a flush measurement
system
capable of operating
at high angles of attack.
The resulting
system,
the high-angle-of-attack
flush airdata
sensing
(HI-FADS)
system,
recently
concluded
flighttesting
during
phase one of the high alpha program
conducted
on the F-18 High Alpha
Research
Vehicle
(HARV)
at NASA-Dryden.
5 The system,
used primarily
for research
measurements,
is an evolution
of

this paper will verify that the aerodynamic
model developed
for nosetip locations
is directly
applicable
to
a wing leading
edge.
The feasibility
of a wing-based
FADS system will be demonstrated
using data derived from a low-speed
wind-tunnel
test of an unswept
symmetrical
airfoil.
Wing aerodynamic
characteris-

most

high-performance

aircraft.

investigates
the feasibility
of locating
a
on a wing leading edge (L_FADS)
where
of the avionics or fire control radar sysbe hindered.
Tests to be described
in

tics, measurement
matrix
configuration,
instrumentation, and test techniques
will be described.
All results
presented
in this report are static data.

It is intendedthat latertestswill beperformed
usingswept-wing
configurations,
nonsymmetrical
airfoils,
sharperleadingedges,
anddynamicconditions.Later
algorithmformulationswill includethe full airdata
statein whichangleofsideslipalsowill beestimated.
FADS Wing Test Section
In orderto demonstrate
the feasibilityof an LEFADSsystem,a simplewingconfiguration
wasconstructed,anda pressure
matrix wasinstalledonthe
leadingedge.Thesymmetricairfoilusedin thetunnel
testsis shownin Fig. 1. The leadingedgehada circularradiusof 0.25in. Thewinghada 4.2-in.chord
anda maximumthickness-to-chord
ratio of 0.119.A
3.5-in.spanallowed0.25in. of lateralclearance
at the
wallsto mitigatetunnelboundary-layer
effects.
The aerodynamic
characteristics
of the airfoilwere
analyzed
usingtheProgram
forANalysisandDesign
of
Airfoils(PANDA).
l° Pressure
coefficient
distributions
resultingfromthe analysisarepresented
in Fig.2(a)
at a ---- 0 °, and in Fig. 2(b) at a --- 10 °. The sectional
lift coefficient
(ct) of
angle-of-attack
range
are presented
in Fig.
the wing center of the

the wing was evaluated
over an
from -50 ° to 50 ° . These data
2(c).
Since the net moment
at
11
pressure
is zero,

CmLE

+

Ct

Xep

=

0

the wing center of pressure
was evaluated
by integrating the leading-edge
moment induced by the upper and
lower pressure distributions
along the length of the airfoil and dividing
by the sectional
lift coefficient.

fo
Xcp

7x [Cp, (})

Cp, (})] d(_)

_--Ct

Over the range from a = -50 ° to 50 °, the center
of pressure
was found to vary from 0.2275 to 0.2284
percent
of the chord, with a mean value of 0.2280 percent.
The steep pressure
gradients
near the leading
edge, and the strong variation
of the upper and lower
pressure
distributions
as a function
of angle of attack,
offer a wealth of information
from which the airdata
values

may be estimated.
Instrumentation
Wind-Tunnel

System
Test

and

Section

The FADS wing section
was tested
in a low-speed
wind tunnel at the NASA-Dryden
Fluids Lab Test Facility (FLTF).
The tunnel
has a 4- by 10-in. test section approximately
18 in. long. The tunnel has a top
airspeed
of approximately
70 kn, and (at the 2200 ft

elevation
of the facility) a maximum
dynamic
pressure
of approximately
12 lb/ft 2. Tunnel flow is forced by a
"squirrel
cage" fan, powered by a variable-speed
threephase motor.
A plenum
at the upstream
end of the
tunnel
uses "honeycomb"
flow straighteners
to minimize inlet flow distortion.
A schematic
of the test
measurement
system is depicted
in Fig. 3.
The

airfoil

was

instrumented

with

nine

pressure

ports placed at 20 ° increments
along the leading edge.
Measured
relative to the axis of symmetry,
the latitude
angles (A) of these ports
were at +80 °, +60 °, +40 °,
+20 °, and 0 °. The ports were staggered
along a 45 °
incline with the rotational
axis to prevent
flow interference with neighboring
in the tunnel
so that

ports.
The wing was mounted
the pivot point was at 0.5 nor-

malized
longitudinal
coordinate
(x/c).
Steel pressure
tubing
of 0.025 inner diameter
and 0.04 outer diameter was passed through
the pivot point of the airfoil
and routed to the pressure
ports.
Geometric
angle of
attack was measured
by using an indicator
fastened
to
the rotating
axis of the airfoil and a protractor
located
on top of the tunnel.
The FADS pressure
with an electronically
ule with 16 individual

measurements
were obtained
scanned
pressure
(ESP) modpressure
transducers
packaged

in a single module
with a single analog output.
Wing
pressures
were transported
to the ESP module
using
lengths of flexible pneumatic
tubing.
The ESP module
measured
differential
pressure,
with respect
to room
pressure,
with an accuracy
of +0.1 lb/ft 2. The ESP
module was fastened
to the side of the wind tunnel at
an elevation
corresponding
to that of the leading-edge
ports.
This was done to minimize
error of the reference static pressure
port located on the ESP module.
The wing pressure
values were sampled
by using ESP
module ports one through
nine. Tunnel static pressure
was collected
by connecting
several tunnel test section
static ports together
using a pressure
manifold.
Sampling was done by using the tenth ESP module pressure port. Room ambient
pressure
was measured
using
a high-accuracy
analog barometer.
The zero-level
readings
of the individual
transducers of the ESP module
were found to vary significantly
as a function
of time, with a maximum
variation
of
-0.5 lb/ft_/hr.
Since these shifts were a considerable
portion of the overall pressure
readings,
an automated
procedure
was developed,
in which the zero readings
for each transducer
were measured
and subtracted
from
the pressure
reading
prior to each test run.
duration
of each test point was approximately

Since the
60 sec,

the drift inaccuracy
of the adjusted
ESP module pressure measurement
(0.05 lb/ft 2) over the course of the
test is estimated
to be smaller than the absolute
transducer error.

Test

Procedure

The ESP module pressure data were sampled using a
16-bit analog-to-digital
conversion board installed in a
microcomputer.
Individual
pressure transducers
were
selected
from the ESP module using a 4-bit parallel
digitM address
output
from the microcomputer.
For
test validation,
the ESP module pressure data were also
displayed in real time during the tests. For each test,
data were collected for approximately
60 sec, with a full
data frame (all nine pressure
ports and tunnel
static
pressure)
collected
approximately
5 times a sec.
At
the end of each test all of the data were time-averaged
to reduce the effects of random
measurement
noise.
Tests were run for angles of attack ranging from -50*
to 50* at three separate
tunnel speed conditions:
35 kn,
45 kn, and at a maximum
fan shaft setting of 1750 revolutions
per minute
(r/min),
which, depending
on angle of attack
and tunnel blockage,
yielded an airspeed
that
varied from 50 to 65 kn.
Figure
4(a) presents
the percentage
of tunnel
blockage as a function
of the
wing angle of attack.
The main effect of the tunnel
blockage was to limit the airspeed
obtained
for a given
fan shaft r/min
setting.
To maintain
constant
tunnel
speed, the fan shaft r/min setting
was varied to compensate
for tunnel
blockage.
Figure
4(b) shows the
maximum
obtainable
velocity as a function
of angle of
attack
(at 1750 r/min).
As can be seen from the figure, 32.2-percent
blockage
at a = 50* corresponded
to
a 22.7-percent
reduction
in tunnel
velocity.
Dynamic
pressure
for these tests ranged
from 3.6 to 11.4 ib/ft 2.
Figure 4(c) shows the maximum
obtainable
dynamic
pressure
(at a shaft speed of 1750 r/min)
as a function
of angle of attack.
For each tunnel speed setting,
the
initial test run was conducted
at a = 0 °, after which
succeeding
tests were cycled to a = 50 ° at 5 ° increments.
After the _ = 50 ° test point, secondary
tests
at a = 10 ° and 30°were initiated
to verify repeatability.
run

A similar
approach
was undertaken
from a = 0* to -50*.
Modeling

and

for the

4 sin2(O)
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In order to satisfy conservation
of momentum,
nation
pressure
constraint
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into the model

B

=

(1 -

the stag(Ref. 5),

by letting

e),

where e is an aerodynamic
calibration
parameter.
Results presented
in Refs. 5, 6, and 7 suggest that this
parameter
is a measure
of the flow compression
which
occurs
at the measurement
matrix
and is a function
of Mach number
and angle of attack.
aerodynamic
model may be written
as

Cp(0)

=

E + (1 -

e) cos2(0)

Applying
the definition
model may be written

P(Oi)

=

=

The

cos2(0)

complete

+ e sin_(0)

of the pressure
coefficient,
in terms of pressure
as

qoo[cos2(O,)

+ e sin_(O_)]

the

+ p_

where

0_.

angle of sideslip
was zero for all of these tests.
For
incompressible
potential
flow around
an infinite twodimensional
cylinder,
the pressure
coefficient
at the
surface is given by

1 -

Cp(O)

tests

The aerodynamic
model, which relates the measured
pressure
data to the desired airdata
quantities,
is developed
in a manner
analogous
to the model development presented
in Ref. 5. For these tests, three airdata parameters,
dynamic
pressure
(qoo), angle of attack (a), and static
pressure
(poo), were included
in
the model.
Since the test section is two-dimensional,

CI_(O ) =

where 0 is the flow incidence
angle between
the wind
velocity
vector and the normal
to the surface
at the
port.
To account
for compression
and tunnel blockage
effects, the coefficients
are allowed to assume arbitrary
values while still retaining
the basic form of the model,
i.e.,

=

Ai

-[-

a,f

f

and A, is the port latitude
angle. Since the wing is a
lifting surface, the measured
angle of attack will not be
the free-stream
value. Instead a local flow angle, which
is influenced
by induced
upwash
at the leading edge,
will be sensed. Thus an upwash calibration
parameter,
So, must be evaluated
and included
in the model in addition

to the

FADS

aerodynamic

calibration

coefficient

(e).
If one analyzes
the lift field at the leading edge by
superimposing
a vortex in a uniform flow field with the
vortex centered at the wing center of pressure,
induced upwash angle is given by Ref. 11 as

then

the

where/'

is the strength
of the circulation
field and R
is the vortex radius, measured
as the distance from the
the wing center of pressure
to the leading edge. From
the Kutta-Joukowski
Law,
L'

cpV_

p Voo
c is the geometric

2

chord

ct

cVooct

p Voo

2

of the wing.

values of geometric
angle of attack,
static
pressure,
and dynamic pressure
into the aerodynamic
model and
comparing
the model's pressure predictions
to the pressures actually
measured.
Residuals
between
the measured and predicted
pressures
were used to infer the
values of the calibration
parameters
using nonlinear
regression.
The resulting
calibration
data are presented
in Figs. 5(a) and (b). The data bear a strong qualitative resemblance
to calibration
results
extracted
from

Thus

the F-18 HI-FADS

flight

and wind-tunnel

data

(Refs.

5

and 9).
5a

-- tan

-1 [cce]
iR87rJ

A comparison

and based on the theoretical
data for ct and xcp computed
earlier (Fig. 2(c)), the predicted
upwash
data
can be evaluated.
Predicted
upwash
values will be
compared
against experimentally
derived values in the
Results
and Discussion
section.
Solution

Algorithm

The aerodynamic
model is nonlinear
and cannot be
directly
inverted
to give airdata
as a function
of the
measured
pressures.
Instead
the measurements
must
be used to indirectly
infer the airdata
state using a
nonlinear
least-squares
regression.
Within each solution frame, the algorithm
is linearized
about a starting
airdata
value for each port location
and the perturbations between
the measured
data and the model predictions are evaluated.
This overdetermined
system of
perturbation
equations
is solved using weighted
least
squares.
The resulting
perturbation
is added to the
starting
value and the system is re-linearized
about the
resulting
update.
The iteration
cycle is repeated
until
algorithm
convergence
is reached--typically
in two to
four cycles.
A detailed
discussion
of the convergence
criterion
used for the FADS algorithm
is presented
in
Ref. 8. Since the Choleski
Factorization
techniques
used to perform
the regression
are fairly standard,
12
the numerical
methods
used will not be presented
here.
A detailed
description
of the
be found in Refs. 5 and 8.
Results

and

regression

algorithm

can

Discussion

Results of the wind-tunnel
tests will be presented
in
this section.
First,
data from the aerodynamic
calibrations
will be presented,
and the resulting
upwash
value will be compared
against
a theoretically
computed value. Using the results of the calibration
tests,
the performance
of the system
will be quantitatively
evaluated
over a variety of conditions.
Calibration
The calibration
parameters
5a and the FADS aerodynamic
calibration
coefficient
(c), were estimated
from the wind-tunnel
data by substituting
measured

of the

predicted

upwash

and

experi-

mentally
derived upwash calibration
values is presented
in Fig. 5(a). Plotted
on the ordinate
axis is _a, plotted
on the abscissa is the true (geometric)
angle of attack.
Four data curves are presented,
the theoretically
derived curve, and the measured
values at 35 kn, 45 kn,
and at maximum
dynamic
pressure.
The upwash curve
is symmetric
as a function
of angle of attack, this is as
expected
since the wing section is symmetrical.
2hnnel airspeed
did not exhibit
any significant
influence
on the angle-of-attack
calibration,
and since upwash is
primarily
a function
of the total lift coefficient,
this is
also as expected.
Tunnel blockage,
however,
exhibited
a considerable
influence.
In the low-angle-of-attack
region between
±5 ° where the tunnel blockage is less than 10 percent,
the comparisons
between
the experimental
and theoretical upwash curves are excellent.
However, at higher
angles of attack,
the blockage effects significantly
alter
the flow characteristics
of the lift field.
Referring
to
Fig. 5(a), the theoretical
upwash
curve is linear between a -- ±10 °, and does not significantly
break until
a = ±30 °. The experimental
upwash
curve is linear
in the region between
a = =kl0 °, and breaks
significantly
beyond
a = ±20 °. Clearly,
blockage
effects
cause the wing to separate
sooner than would occur in
the absence of tunnel blockage.
While the upwash data
are probably
not quantitatively
valid (for a free-flying
wing), the repeatability
of the data suggest that the
pressure
matrix does indeed sense the true local angle
of attack at the wing leading edge.
Calibration
data for the FADS aerodynamic
calibration coefficient
are presented
in Fig. 5(b). The FADS
aerodynamic
calibration
coefficient is plotted on the ordinate axis, and the geometric
angle of attack is plotted
on the abscissa.
As with the upwash
curve, the aerodynamic
calibration
curve is also symmetric.
Tunnel
airspeed
exhibited
a minor effect on the FADS aerodynamic
calibration
coefficient,
which grows as a function of airspeed,
especially
at low angles of attack.
The
curves consistently
exhibit an inflection
point between
a = ±15 ° and ±20 °. This inflection
is almost certainly caused by the leeward
surface of the wing becoming separated
at higher angles of attack.
The minor

inflection
point that
minor effect resulting

occurs near
from tunnel

the tunnel is essentially
unblocked,
and the compression effect caused by blockage is quite small. At higher
angles of attack, the compression
effect is caused by
angle-of-attack
effects and tunnel
blockage
(which is
also a function
of angle of attack).
Thus the level of
the curves jumps slightly. Again, while the data for the
FADS aerodynamic
calibration
coefficient are probably
not quantitatively
valid (for a free-flying
wing), the repeatability
of the data suggest that the pressure matrix
does indeed sense the compression
which is occurring
at the
System

wing

leading

edge.

Performance

Systematic
trends in the calibration
parameters
were
extracted
by curve fitting and interpolated
to generate a series of tabular
breakpoints,
which were hardcoded into the estimation
algorithm.
Utilizing
calibration data from the tests at maximum
dynamic
pressure, the system performance
was evaluated
for a set
of known angle-of-attack
conditions.
Based on timeaveraged
pressure distribution
for the leading edge, the
FADS algorithm
was used to estimate
values for geometric
angle of attack,
dynamic
pressure,
and tunnel
static pressure.
The estimated
dynamic
pressure
and
static
pressure
values were subsequently
summed
to
compute
total pressure.
Recall that
for wind-tunnel
testing
ambient
pressure
should
equal the total pressure in the tunnel outside of the boundary
layer.
Figure
6 presents
a sample
model-to-data
comparison for maximum
dymamic
pressure
and a = 0".
The surface
pressure
is plotted
on the ordinate
axis
and the surface incidence
angle is plotted
on the abcissa. Notice that the data compare
very well with the
predicted
model values, indicating
an excellent
model
"fit." Figure
7(a) shows a comparison
of the FADS
angle-of-attack
estimate
with the measured
value. Figure 7(b) presents
a similar
comparison
for ambient
(total)
pressure.
The standard
deviation
between
the
computed
and actual angle-of-attack
curves is approximately
0.25", and the standard
deviation
between the
estimated
and measured
ambient
pressure
curves is approximately
0.8 lb/ft _.
The results

of these

tests

Concluding

a = 0 ° is probably
a
blockage.
At a = 0 ° ,

indicate

that

the FADS

al-

gorithms
developed
for nose-based
systems are directly
applicable
to wing leading-edge
locations.
To apply
the algorithms
to the wing leading edge, only the aerodynamic
calibration
data tables need to be changed.
The significance
of this result is that the algorithms
developed for the RT-FADS
system,
with their inherent
real-time
and fault-tolerant
characteristics,
need not be
reformulated.

Remarks

A flush airdata
sensing (FADS) system was installed
on the leading edge of an unswept
symmetrical
airfoil.
A series of low-speed
wind-tunnel
tests were performed
to evaluate
the feasibility
of locating
a FADS matrix
on a wing leading
edge. As a result of the tests it is
concluded
that the aerodynamic
models formulated
for
use on an aircraft
nosetip are directly
applicable
to a
wing leading
edge and that the calibration
process
is
much the same for a wing leading edge as for a nosetip.
Furthermore,
the agreement
between
the airdata
estimates of the FADS algorithm
and the measurements
in
the wind tunnel suggest that such wing-based
airdata
systems
can be calibrated
to a similarly
high degree of
accuracy.
The results

of these

tests

indicate

that

the FADS

al-

gorithms
developed
for nose-based
systems are directly
applicable
to wing leading-edge
locations.
To apply
the algorithms
to the wing leading edge, only the aerodynamic
calibration
data tables need to be changed.
The significance
of this result
is that the algorithm
developed
for the real-time
(RT)-FADS
system,
with
its inherent
real-time
and extensively
developed
faulttolerant
characteristics,
need not be reformulated.
To
completely
validate
the leading-edge
(LE)-FADS
concept, further tests must be performed
using swept-wing
configurations,
nonsymmetrical
airfoils,
sharper
leading edges, and dynamic
conditions.
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